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Abstract. Existing masonry buildings, representing a large portion of the building stock in the 
Mediterranean area, are usually characterized by the presence of different constituent 
materials. The modifications experienced over time could have modified the static 
configuration of the structures and could trigger local damages and crises. Therefore, 
it is of fundamental importance to assess the safety of these constructions and to 
determine if retrofitting interventions are needed. In this framework, one of the crucial 
aspects is the mechanical characterization of masonry. Concerning brick masonries, several 
testing methodologies exist for the determination of the compressive strength, the elastic 
modulus and the Poisson’s ratio. In particular, slightly-destructive tests, such as double 
flatjack tests and compressive tests on masonry cores, can be performed in place of 
destructive tests due to their limited invasiveness. However, they could be less 
representative of the overall behavior of masonry structural elements. The objective of the 
research is to evaluate the reliability of slightly-destructive tests in evaluating the compressive 
properties of masonry. An experimental campaign is presented, in which masonry specimens 
were built to reproduce a poor-quality brick masonry typology. Standard compression tests 
on wallets and double flatjack tests, both monotonic and cyclic, were performed. 
Moreover, masonry cores were extracted from the masonry specimens and tested in 
compression. Compressive strength, elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio were evaluated 
from each testing methodology. The results obtained from the double flatjack tests and the 
tests on cores, in terms of strength and deformability properties, were compared with the 
results of the standard compression tests, taken as reference. Correlations between the 
results of the slightly-destructive tests and the standard compression tests were established, 
obtaining a good agreement and confirming that the experimental techniques can be 
reliably adopted for the evaluation of the compressive properties of brick masonry. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Existing masonry buildings, which represent a large portion of the building stock in the 
Mediterranean area, are usually characterized by the presence of different constituent materials, 
whose quality often depended on the final use of the constructions [1]. The variations that 
existing buildings experienced over time, such as changes regarding the acting loads or the 
environmental conditions, could have modified the static configuration of the structures and 
could trigger local damages and crises. Therefore, it is of fundamental importance to assess the 
safety of these constructions and to determine if some retrofitting intervention is needed.  

In the framework of the vulnerability assessment procedures, one of the most important 
aspects is the mechanical characterization of the materials. For what concerns the compressive 
behavior of brick masonry structural elements, the masonry can be characterized as a composite 
or starting from the mechanical properties of the constituents, i.e. bricks and mortar. Moreover, 
different testing methodologies can be adopted and, in general, it is possible to distinguish 
between non-destructive, slightly-destructive and destructive procedures [2]. When dealing 
with existing masonries, the level of invasiveness of the experimental investigations on the 
construction should be possibly limited. Therefore, usually the execution of slightly-destructive 
tests is preferred to the execution of destructive tests. 

For the determination of the compressive properties of masonry, in terms of compressive 
strength, elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio, some slightly-destructive tests can be performed, 
such as double flatjack tests [3,4] and compression tests on masonry cores [5]. Even if these 
tests are characterized by a limited invasiveness, they are local tests and could be less 
representative of the overall behavior of the masonry structural elements. Several researches 
investigated the reliability of these techniques in evaluating the compressive properties of 
masonry [6-8]. More in detail, concerning the compression tests on masonry cores, which is a 
non-standard technique, different testing procedures were proposed, mainly varying the 
geometry of the mortar capping and the dimensions of the cores, studying the influence of 
different bond patterns, i.e. presence of both vertical and horizontal joints. The research here 
presented is aimed at evaluating the compressive properties of brick masonry through the cited 
slightly-destructive tests and, eventually, at establishing correlations between the results of 
these tests and the standard compression tests. 

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In the present experimental campaign, slightly-destructive tests were performed for the 
determination of the compressive properties of brick masonry, i.e. compressive strength, elastic 
modulus, Poisson’s ratio. More in detail, double flatjack tests and compressive tests on cores 
were performed and the results were compared with the ones from standard compression tests 
on wallets, taken as reference. The tests were conducted in laboratory on replicated clay brick 
masonry samples whose properties are described in the following. 

2.1 Brick Masonry 

The replicated samples were built using fired clay bricks, with dimensions 250×120×55 
mm3, and natural hydraulic lime-based mortar; specimens were cured in a laboratory-controlled 
environment [9]. The mortar mix was designed to obtain a poor-quality mortar with the 
objective of reproducing an existing historical masonry. Standard laboratory tests [10-13] were 
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performed on the constituent materials for their mechanical characterization. The results are 
reported in Table 1, in terms of compressive strength (fc), flexural strength (ffl), elastic modulus 
(E).  

Table 1: Mechanical properties of the constituent materials 

Material fc 
(MPa) 

ffl 

(MPa) 
E 

(MPa) 
Brick 18.7 4.6 6846 

Mortar 1.4 0.4 2549 
 

2.2 Standard Compression Test on Wallets 

For the execution of the compression tests on wallets, according to the Standard EN 1052-1 
[14], four double-wythe masonry panels were built. They were characterized by dimensions 
equal to 710×790×250 mm3 and by a Flemish bond pattern. A universal testing machine, having 
a maximum capacity of 6000 kN, was used to apply the compression load to the panels. Two 
monotonic and two cyclic tests were performed. More in detail, the loading protocol of the 
cyclic tests was defined to progressively apply the 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% of the 
maximum load, as evaluated from the monotonic tests. A further load cycle was performed after 
the reaching of the peak load. The wall panels were equipped with vertical and horizontal linear 
potentiometers to monitor their shortening and elongation. On one sample, Digital Image 
Correlation was also used on one side. The test setup is presented in Figure 1. 

           

Figure 1: Compression test on wallets: test setup 

2.3 Double Flatjack Test 

The double flatjack tests were conducted on two masonry panels, having dimensions 
1290×1115×250 mm3, according to the Standard ASTM C1197 [3]. The purpose was to 
reproduce the execution of a double flatjack test in an existing masonry building. For this 
reason, the universal testing machine used for the standard compression tests on wallets was 
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adopted to apply a uniform compression on the masonry panels, reproducing the acting dead 
loads, and to provide the contrast needed for the correct execution of the double flatjack test. 
Indeed, it is well known that one of the possible issues of the test is not to have a sufficient 
contrast over the superior flatjack, thus producing the uplift of the masonry portion above the 
superior cut. 

The testing phases can be summarized as follows: (i) execution of two semicircular cuts in 
correspondence of two masonry joints of the wall panels; (ii) seating of the flatjacks; (iii) 
application of a uniform compressive stress equal to 0.2 MPa; (iv) application of the flatjack 
pressure. During the last phase, the displacements of the plates of the testing machine were 
fixed, so to provide the contrast to the pressure applied by the flatjacks. Of course, having an 
increasing contrast pressure, equilibrating the flatjack pressure, is not a real condition when the 
test is performed on an existing masonry building. However, it is here considered so to allow 
to reach the compressive failure of the masonry portion between the flatjack and to compare 
the results with the standard compression tests. Moreover, the redistribution capacity of the 
masonry beyond the flatjacks, i.e. outside the tested portion, can be much lower if compared to 
an existing masonry pier, due to the smaller dimensions of the masonry panels in the present 
experimental campaign. This could determine even a more probable occurrence of the failure 
of masonry outside the tested area. For these reasons, it was decided to fix the displacements of 
the loading plates to provide an adequate contrast pressure for the entire duration of the tests.  

At the beginning of the tests, one initial cycle was conducted to seat the flatjacks up to a 
pressure equal to half of the estimated compressive strength of masonry. Subsequently, the 
pressure was applied monotonically or cyclically up to the compressive failure of the masonry 
portion between the flatjacks. For the cyclic test, the loading protocol adopted for the standard 
compression tests was used. 

For the measurements of the vertical and horizontal displacements within the tested masonry 
portion, linear potentiometers were applied over the surface of the samples, on both sides, as 
shown in Figure 2. Moreover, two linear potentiometers were also installed laterally to monitor 
the diffusion of stresses outside the investigated masonry portion. Linear Variable Differential 
Transducers (LVDT) were used to control the displacements of the loading plates. 

      

Figure 2: Double flatjack tests: test setup 
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2.4 Compression Test on Cores 

Masonry cores were extracted from one of the masonry panels on which the double flatjack 
test was performed through a wet coring procedure. The samples were taken from the masonry 
portions resulted undamaged after the tests. Two different types of cores, having a diameter 
equal to 100 mm, were chosen: (i) 6 samples including one horizontal joint only (HJ samples, 
Figure 3a); (ii) 5 samples including both one horizontal and one vertical joint (VJ samples, 
Figure 3b). After the extraction procedure, the cores were cut to obtain single-wythe samples. 
To apply a compressive load and provide an adequate confinement to the samples, the masonry 
cores were capped with a good-strength mortar, characterized by a compressive strength equal 
to 22 MPa. The geometry of the cap, with a width equal to 80 mm and a height of 30 mm, was 
chosen according to previous studies [5,6]. 

The compression tests were performed in displacement control, using a hydraulic actuator 
having a maximum capacity of 100 kN. The displacement rate was equal to 0.02 mm/s. During 
the tests, vertical displacements were monitored using LVDTs, positioned on both sides of the 
masonry cores, as shown in Figure 4. 

(a)  (b) 

Figure 3: Core samples: (a) type HJ; (b) type VJ 

 (a) (b) 

Figure 4: Compression tests on cores: (a) experimental setup; (b) geometry and instrumentation 

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

3.1 Standard Compression Tests on Wallets 

The results of the standard compression tests are reported in Table 2 in terms of compressive 
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stress at first cracking fcr, compressive strength fM, elastic modulus EM and Poisson’s ratio ν. 
The elastic modulus EM was determined between 1/10 and 1/3 of the maximum stress registered. 
Inside this range, the behavior of masonry can be reasonably assumed to be linear elastic. The 
Poisson’s ratio ν was evaluated in the initial linear elastic stage as well, in which a constant 
value was identified. For cyclic tests, the elastic properties were evaluated in each load cycle, 
showing a stiffness degradation as expected. The values reported in Table 2 represent the 
average values determined by considering the reloading branch of each cycle with the exception 
of the last cycles, in which the nonlinear behavior was evident. It can be observed that the 
experimental results are quite homogeneous, with no significant differences between monotonic 
and cyclic tests. 

In general, a similar behavior was observed for the masonry panels tested. It was 
characterized by a first vertical cracking, located at the center of the samples, visible on both 
sides. Subsequently, further vertical cracks appeared, quite distributed over the panels. At the 
end of the tests, a vertical crack across the wall thickness occurred (Figure 5). 

The stress vs strain curves obtained for the samples SCT_M1 and SCT_M3, representative 
of a monotonic and a cyclic test, respectively, are reported in Figure 6 and Figure 7. As expected 
(Figure 6a), the displacements measured by the external potentiometers (Pve) were lower than 
the ones registered by internal potentiometers (Pvi). The external instruments were positioned 
to better monitor the behavior of the samples, but they were not considered for the determination 
of the mechanical properties, e.g. EM, ν. Moreover, the behavior of the panel SCT_M1 was 
investigated by means of the Digital Image Correlation (DIC), obtaining the horizontal strain 
maps reported in Figure 8, where the most significant phases of the tests were considered, 
corresponding to the appearance of macroscopic cracks. 

Table 2: Results of the compression tests on wallets 

Sample 
Code 

Test  
Type 

fcr 

(MPa) 
fM 

(MPa) 
EM 

(MPa) 
ν 

(-) 
SCT_M1 Monotonic 2.4 6.4 3381 0.14 
SCT_M2 Monotonic 1.7 6.3 2974 0.19 
SCT_M3 Cyclic 1.1 6.7 3656 0.15 
SCT_M4 Cyclic 2.1 6.1 2832 0.20 

 

 

Figure 5: Compression test on wallets: failure mode of the sample SCT_M1. 
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 (a)  (b) 

Figure 6: Stress vs vertical (a) and horizontal (b) strain diagrams of the sample SCT_M1 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7: Stress vs vertical (a) and horizontal (b) strain diagrams of the sample SCT_M3 

  

   

Figure 8: Compression test on wallets: horizontal strain maps of the sample SCT_M1. 
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3.2 Double Flatjack Test 

The results of the double flatjack tests are reported in Table 3 in terms of compressive stress 
at first cracking fcr, compressive strength fM, elastic modulus EM and Poisson’s ratio ν. The 
elastic properties of the masonry were determined as described for the standard compression 
tests on wallets, considering the instruments positioned on the front side of the panel, i.e. the 
side from which the cuts were executed, within the tested masonry portion. In Table 3, the 
calibration constant km of the flatjack and the constant ka, determined as the ratio of measured 
area of the flatjack to the average measured area of the slot, are also reported. According to the 
Standard [3], by multiplying the pressure of the flatjack and these constant, the stress on the 
tested portion can be evaluated at each instant of the test. 

The failure mode of the two samples was similar (Figure 9), with vertical cracks located in 
the masonry portion between the flatjacks and inclined cracks outside this region, e.g. following 
a diagonal path from the edges of the flatjacks to the loading plates of the machine. This was, 
indeed, able to provide a sufficient contrast, even if at the end of the test, with quite high values 
of the flatjack pressure, horizontal cracks appeared in correspondence of the cuts. 

The stress vs strain diagrams are reported in Figure 10 for both samples. In particular, it is 
possible to recognize the stress associated to the first cracking (fcr). From this point on, the 
horizontal deformations progressively increased. In the cyclic test (DFJ_M2), a lower 
compressive strength was obtained, while a stiffness degradation was not recognizable, except 
from the last load cycle. 

Table 3: Results of the double flatjack tests 

Sample 
Code 

Test 
Type 

km ka fcr 

(MPa) 
fM 

(MPa) 
EM 

(MPa) 
ν 

(-) 
DFJ_M1 Monotonic 0.95 0.94 4.3 6.8 4350 0.09 
DFJ_M2 Cyclic 0.95 0.92 3.8 5.8 3900 0.10 

 

 

Figure 9: Double flatjack test: failure mode of the sample DFJ_M2 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 10: Stress vs vertical (a) and horizontal (b) strain diagrams of the double flatjack tests 

3.3 Compression Test on Cores 

The results of the compression tests on cores are presented in Table 4, in terms of 
compressive stress at first cracking fcr, compressive strength fM and elastic modulus EM. The 
Poisson’s ratio ν was not determined since only vertical potentiometers were applied to the 
samples. 

Table 4: Results of the compression tests on cores 

Sample 
Code 

fcr 

(MPa) 
fM 

(MPa) 
EM 

(MPa) 
CTC_HJ1 6.4 11.1 2746 
CTC_HJ2 - 11.2 3774 
CTC_HJ3 6.1 10.7 3591 
CTC_HJ4 8.5 11.3 2326 
CTC_HJ5 4.4 9.1 1932 
CTC_HJ6 7.7 10.7 2858 
CTC_VJ1 5.8 9.9 1907 
CTC_VJ2 7.9 11.1 2668 
CTC_VJ3 2.6 7.5 1173 
CTC_VJ4 6.8 8.1 1130 
CTC_VJ5 6.7 8.5 - 

 
With reference to the failure mode of the cores, a distinction should be made between the 

HJ samples and the VJ samples. Indeed, the presence of a vertical joint did influence the onset 
and the propagation of the failure. In general, the mortar capping was able to provide an 
adequate confinement to the samples, leading to the desired failure mode. More in detail: 
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samples, starting close to the mortar bed joint and propagating vertically; subsequently, 
several cracks appeared and, at the end of test, vertical cracks were visible also in 
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surface of the samples, even in correspondence of the edges of the mortar capping. 
The stress vs vertical strain diagrams reported in Figure 12 are representative of the 

compressive behavior of the HJ and VJ samples. In general, it can be stated that lower 
compressive strength and elastic modulus were obtained for the cores characterized by the 
presence of the vertical mortar joint (VJ samples). 

(a)     (b) 

Figure 11: Compression test on cores: failure mode of (a) HJ samples, (b) VJ samples 

  

Figure 12: Stress vs vertical strain diagrams from the compression tests on cores 
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With reference to the compression tests on masonry cores, higher strength values were 
obtained, as expected, given that this test is a local test and that the mortar capping provides a 
strong confinement to the samples [5]. The results obtained by testing cores, overestimated the 
compressive strength of masonry by 67% and 43% for HJ samples and VJ samples, 
respectively. The values of the elastic modulus from the compression tests on cores are 
significantly lower than the ones obtained from standard compression tests. This can be 
explained by considering that the gage length of the vertical potentiometers is short and include 
small brick portions and one mortar joint, the latter significantly influencing the deformability 
of the samples. 

The obtained results were also compared with the formula provided by the Eurocode 6 (EC6) 
for the evaluation of the masonry compressive strength. For this purpose, besides the standard 
compression tests described in Section 2.1, mortar samples extracted from the bed joints of the 
tested wall panels were subject to double punch test [15], obtaining an average compressive 
strength equal to 6.8 MPa. This value is significantly higher than the one obtained from the 
standard laboratory tests reported in Table 1. Such a difference can be attributed to the very 
different curing conditions of the mortar in the bed joints of the wall panels compared to the 
mortar standard prismatic specimens used for the mechanical characterization, as also 
confirmed by other researches on this topic [7]. By evaluating the masonry compressive 
strength through the EC6 formula, the following values were obtained: 4.7 MPa, considering 
the result reported in Table 1, and 7.6 MPa, considering the double punch test result. 

Table 5: Comparison of the results 

Test fcr 

(MPa) 
fM 

(MPa) 
EM 

(MPa) 
ν 

(-) 
SCT 1.8 6.4 3211 0.17 
DFJ 4.1 6.3 4125 0.09 

CTC_HJ 6.6 10.7 2871 - 
CTC_VJ 6.0 9.0 1720 - 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

In the present work, different slightly-destructive tests were performed to evaluate the 
compressive properties of clay brick masonry samples. Standard compression tests, double 
flatjack tests and compression tests on cores were conducted. The results obtained from the 
double flatjack tests and the tests on cores, in terms of strength and deformability properties, 
were compared with the results of the standard compression tests, taken as reference. 
Correlations between the results of the slightly-destructive tests and the standard compression 
tests were established, obtaining a good agreement and confirming that the experimental 
techniques can be reliably adopted for the evaluation of the compressive properties of brick 
masonry. 
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